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Abstract. We present a method for automated brain-tissue segmentation through voxelwise classification. Our algorithm uses manually labeled training images to train a support vector machine (SVM) classifier, which is then used for the segmentation of target images. The classification incorporates voxel intensities from a T1-weighted scan, an IR scan, and a FLAIR scan; features to encode the voxel position in the image; and Gaussian-scale-space features and Gaussian-derivative features at multiple scales to facilitate a smooth segmentation.

An experiment on data from the MRBrainS13 brain-tissue-segmentation challenge showed that our algorithm produces reasonable segmentations in a reasonable amount of time.

1 Introduction

The segmentation of brain images can provide useful information about neurodegenerative diseases such as dementia and multiple sclerosis, which is useful both in research and clinical practice. Manual segmentation of brain images is a tedious task however, which is why a variety of methods have been developed for automated segmentation.

Three types of automated brain-tissue-segmentation techniques can be distinguished: techniques that use manually segmented images to train a segmentation algorithm, techniques that require no manually segmented training images, and techniques that use atlases. Methods that fall in the first category are usually based on supervised classification. In supervised classification labeled training data is used to extract features and train a classifier, such as a k-nearest neighbor (kNN) classifier \cite{1}, a random decision forest \cite{2}, or a support vector machine (SVM) \cite{3}. The labeled training data used in the classification is usually obtained with the same scanner as the target data, but Van Opbroek et al. \cite{3} propose a transfer-learning SVM that can deal with labeled training data from other scanners.

Methods that do not require manually labeled training data include clustering algorithms such as the fuzzy c-means algorithm \cite{4} and mean-shift clustering \cite{5}.

A third option is to obtain a segmentation with the help of manually constructed atlases, which can be used to automatically select and label training
data from a target image [6], to initialize an expectation-maximization algorithm [7], or to improve parameter estimation in classification with an EM algorithm [8].

In this paper we present a brain-tissue-segmentation framework based on supervised voxelwise classification with an SVM classifier, which is a state-of-the-art machine-learning classifier. In contrast to other techniques [1][2][4][5] our segmentation scheme uses Gaussian-scale-space features and Gaussian-derivative features next to the image intensities, to facilitate a smooth segmentation of the different tissues. The performance of our method has been tested on 12 images from the brain-tissue segmentation challenge MRBrainS13.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 MRBrainsS13 Training and Test Data

Training and test images have been acquired at the UMC Utrecht in the Netherlands and concern patients with diabetes and matched controls (age > 50) with varying degrees of atrophy and white-matter lesions. From all subjects a T1-weighted scan, a T1-weighted inversion recovery (IR) scan, and a fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR) scan have been obtained, all with $0.958 \times 0.958 \times 3.0$ mm$^3$ voxel size. The three sequences have been registered and the images have been bias corrected.

Five images were provided to train a segmentation algorithm. The training images were manually segmented into background and eight tissues: cortical gray matter (GM), basal ganglia, white matter (WM), white-matter lesions, cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) in the extracerebral space, the ventricles, the cerebellum, and the brainstem. Also, twelve test images were provided which had to be segmented into background, gray matter (cortical gray matter + basal ganglia), white matter (white matter + white-matter lesions), and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF in the extracerebral space + ventricles). Segmentation of the cerebellum and the brainstem was not included in the evaluation.

2.2 Preprocessing

All images were normalized by a range-matching procedure that scaled the voxels within the mask so that the 4th percentile was mapped to zero, and the 96th percentage to one. Since the images of the challenge were already bias corrected, no further bias correction was performed.

2.3 Brain Segmentation

For the test images brain masks were created with multi-atlas segmentation. As atlases we used the five T1-weighted training scans, both in the original and in a left-right-flipped version. Brain masks were obtained for these ten atlases.
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by binarizing the training labels (including the brainstem and the cerebellum). Each atlas image was registered to the unlabeled test images using Niftyreg [9] by computing an affine transformation, followed by a non-rigid deformation using a 5mm B-spline grid and normalized mutual information. A final mask was computed using STEPS [10]. This method deforms both atlas images and labels, selects per voxel location the five most similar atlases (based on local normalized cross correlation), and fuses their labels using STAPLE [11].

2.4 Features

From each of the three sequences, T1, IR, and FLAIR, 10 features were extracted:

- The intensity
- The intensity after convolution with a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1, 2, 3$ mm$^3$
- The gradient magnitude of the intensity after convolution with a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1, 2, 3$ mm$^3$
- The laplacian of the intensity after convolution with a Gaussian kernel with $\sigma = 1, 2, 3$ mm$^3$.

The spatial information was incorporated by adding three spatial features: the $x$, $y$, and $z$ coordinate of a voxel, divided by respectively the length, width, and height of the brain. This resulted in a total of 33 features. All features were scaled to zero mean and unit standard deviation.

2.5 SVM Classification

We performed supervised voxelwise classification with a soft-margin SVM [12]. An SVM learns a decision function $f(x) = \mathbf{v} \cdot \phi(x) + v_0$, where the model parameters $\mathbf{v}$ and $v_0$ are determined from the training data, and $\phi$ is a mapping to project a sample $x_i$ into a feature space $\phi(x_i)$. This mapping defines a kernel function $K(x_i, x_j) = \langle \phi(x_i), \phi(x_j) \rangle$ by means of the kernel trick.

The model parameters $\mathbf{v}$ and $v_0$ are determined from the training data by optimizing the following criterion

$$\min_{\mathbf{v}} \frac{1}{2} \|\mathbf{v}\|^2 + C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\text{s.t. } y_i \mathbf{v}^T \phi(x_i) + v_0 \geq 1 - \xi_i \\
\xi_i \geq 0 .

The first term, $\|\mathbf{v}\|^2$ maximizes the margin around the decision function, and $C \sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i$ minimizes the number of training samples that are either misclassified or lie within the margin. $C$ is a parameter to trade off between maximizing the margin and minimizing $\sum_{i=1}^{N} \xi_i$ where a sample receives a value $\xi_i > 1$ if it is misclassified, a value $0 < \xi_i \leq 1$ if it is correctly classified but lies within the margin, and a value $\xi_i = 0$ otherwise.
We performed six-class classification to classify cortical GM, basal ganglia, WM, white-matter lesions, CSF in the extracerebral space, and the ventricles. Since SVMs are designed for two-class classification, the classification was extended to multi-class classification by one-versus-one classification which means that a total of 15 SVMs were trained to distinguish between the six classes.

For the SVM classification an implementation in LIBSVM [13] was used.

**Classification Parameters** To enable for non-linear decision functions a radial basis kernel was chosen. A suitable value for the SVM parameter $C$ and the kernel parameter $\gamma$ were determined in a grid-search experiment on the five training images in which the total classification error was minimized. This resulted in values of $C = 8$ and $\gamma = 0.01$.

The SVM classifier was trained on a total of 10,000 samples per training image, which were randomly selected from inside the provided brain mask excluding the cerebellum and the brain stem.

### 2.6 Postprocessing

Postprocessing involved fusing the voxels segmented as cortical gray matter and basal ganglia, white matter and white-matter lesions, and CSF in the extracerebral space and the ventricles. Subsequently a closing algorithm was performed on the regions segmented as CSF, by a dilation of 1 voxel, followed by an erosion of 1 voxel. This was done to reduce the amount of voxels in the CSF that were segmented as WM or GM.

### 2.7 Outcome Measures

Segmentation results on the 12 test images were compared to the manual segmentations based on three measures:

- The DICE overlap [14]
- The modified Hausdorff distance (MHD) [15]
- The absolute volume difference (AVD) [16].

### 3 Results

Table 3 shows the mean and standard deviation (std) of the scores. The evaluation measures were calculated for 5 tissues: GM, WM, CSF, brain (WM+GM), and all intracranial structures (WM+GM+CSF). For the DICE score our algorithm scored best on white-matter segmentation, with a mean DICE coefficient of 88.3%, and slightly lower for gray matter, with a mean DICE of 84.5%. The most errors were made in the CSF, which had a mean DICE score of only 78.0%. Also on the other two scores, MHD and AVD, white matter and gray matter had a better score than CSF.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>DICE (%)</th>
<th>MHD (mm)</th>
<th>AVD (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gray Matter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Matter</td>
<td>84.51</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>1.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebrospinal fluid</td>
<td>78.00</td>
<td>5.43</td>
<td>3.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brain</td>
<td>95.05</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>2.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Intracranial Structures</td>
<td>95.86</td>
<td>1.32</td>
<td>4.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Results on 12 test images: mean and standard deviation (std) for GM, WM, CSF, brain (WM+GM), and all intracranial structures (WM+GM+CSF).

**Fig. 1.** T1, IR, FLAIR images and segmentations (Segm) of 3 of the 12 test images. Image 3 in (a)-(d) contains a large amount of lesions, image 8 in (e)-(h) was given the overall best score, image 10 in (i)-(l) was given the overall worst score.
Example segmentations for slices from images 3, 8, and 10 are presented in Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a),(e),(i) show the T1-weighted images, Fig. 1(b),(f),(j) show the T1-weighted IR scans, Fig. 1(c),(g),(k) show the FLAIR scans, and Fig. 1(d),(h),(l) show the segmentations. Image 3 in Fig. 1(a)-(d) has a very large amount of lesions, Image 8 in Fig. 1(e)-(h) is the image that overall scored the best, and image 10 in Fig. 1(i)-(l) overall scored worst.

For all images the determined brain mask was too large in the front, as can be seen in the segmentations in Fig. 1(d),(h),(l). In most images this led to voxels in the front of the image being erroneously classified as either white matter or gray matter tissue. This effect is most prominent in Fig. 1(l), where WM and GM clusters have appeared in the CSF, but it can also been seen in the segmentations in Fig. 1(d),(h). In images with a large amount of lesions, as in Image 3, lesion voxels were sometimes erroneously classified as CSF, as is shown in Fig. 1(d).

4 Discussion

We have presented an algorithm for automated brain extraction and brain-tissue segmentation. The brain-extraction algorithm is based on multi-atlas segmentation with the STEPS [10] algorithm; the tissue classification is based on voxelwise SVM classification. In the voxelwise classification T1, IR, and FLAIR intensities, spatial features, Gaussian-scale-space features and Gaussian-derivative features were used.

Our algorithm produced reasonable segmentations which were generally quite smooth without further spatial regularization because of the use of the Gaussian-scale-space features and the Gaussian-derivative features. In some slices however, mainly around the basal ganglia, the segmentations were not completely smooth, which was caused by the low contrast between the basal ganglia and the surrounding white matter.

The largest errors were made in the segmentation of the CSF in the extracerebral space, which was mainly because the determined brain mask was too big in the frontal lobe due to a slight misregistration of the atlases. As a result, skull voxels were incorporated in the brain mask, which were sometimes segmented as white or gray matter. As a post-processing step a closing algorithm was performed on the CSF tissue, which segmented some of these voxels as CSF. We believe that refining the masks by including a background class in the SVM classification may improve the results.

Other weaknesses of our algorithm are a slight under segmentation of the basal ganglia, and the misclassification of voxels in the center of large white-matter lesions that are close to the ventricles, which were erroneously segmented as CSF. This second problem could be resolved by excluding the lesions from the tissue segmentation and including a separate lesion-classification step. This separate classification step allows for the exclusion of spatial features from the feature set, which can be very misleading features for lesion segmentation when only a small number of training images is available.
The total runtime of our algorithm per test image was 10 times 8 minutes to perform the registrations for the image mask, 25 seconds to determine the image features, 1.5 minutes to train the SVM classifiers (note that this only needs to be done once for segmentation of all images), and 35 minutes for classification of the test image. The registrations for the image mask were computed on a cluster with AMD Opteron 2216 2.4GHz nodes without multi-threading, the rest was implemented in Matlab and computed on a machine with an Intel Xeon E5620 2.40 GHz CPU. For a voxelwise classification 35 minutes is relatively long, which is due to the fact that a total of 15 one-vs-one SVMs were calculated. The calculation time could be drastically reduced by training on only three labels: gray matter, white matter, and CSF. In a cross-validation experiment on the training set this only slightly increased the mean classification error from 13.9% to 14.3%, but decreased the calculation time with approximately a factor of 5.

To conclude, the proposed multi-feature SVM classification produces reasonable segmentations in a reasonable amount of time. We believe that if the registrations of the training masks to the target images could be improved, and a separate lesion-segmentation algorithm could be included in the segmentation, the resulting segmentations would come close to those of human observers.
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